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For a free brochure, please
contact the University of Maine
Foundation.
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Nobody is quite sure how
this year's budget crisis
will finally shake out, but
everyone is bracing for
tough times.
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studying the properties of
materials.
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AN AIR OF UNCERTAINTY
The governor is proposing an $11 million cut for the
UMaine System in the next fiscal year, but nobody

is quite sure just how dramatically the
state's budget crisis will affect Orono.

t won't be as bad as first feared, but it will still be devastating.
That is the way most University of Maine leaders are assess
ing the latest proposal by Governor John McKernan calling for
a 1992 budget that will be $11 million less than the current
University System funding level. It's likely that about 50 percent of
those cuts will be borne by the Orono campus.
Before the current state budget crisis hit in November, McKernan
had proposed a 1991-92 budget of $154.7 million for the University
System. The revised budget calls for $133.5. Chancellor Robert
Woodbury and the UM System trustees had asked in September for a
budget of $163 million.
The proposal comes on the heels of a $9.6 million UMaine System
cut last spring. The Orono campus took over $4 million worth of those
reductions.
The proposed cuts in the current 1991 fiscal year's budget were
scaled down dramatically from original plans for a 15 percent, $11
million to a 2 percent or $1.6 million cut. The Orono campus will absorb
about $800,000 out of those cuts. By all accounts, the $11 million cut
would have been impossible to achieve. The 2 percent cut will be
painful enough. Administrators say it will mean curtailing most travel
and professional development expenses and equipment purchases. It
will also cause major cutbacks in the hiring of part-time teachers and
staff members.
All of these figures, however, are very tentative. The Maine Legis
lature will be looking at the governor's proposals and could well make
changes—up or down. And it is this uncertainty, that is making life at
the University of Maine very stressful.
"Right now I can put together a scenario that says our share of the
cuts for the next two years is going to be $11 million. I can also put
together a scenario that says our share will be $2 million, " says UM
director of financial management, Charles F. Rauch. "The governor is
now saying that the UM System budget will be $133.5 million, but I
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University of Maine students came out in force in early December to protest the state's proposed budget cuts to the university.

hope it may be closer to $140 million.
That $6.5 million would make a big dif
ference."
Last spring, Rauch headed up a UM
task force that made proposals for state
mandated budget cuts of $4 million. He
says that the task force has not been
called together yet, but he expects that
it will.
Rauch thinks that the absolute mini
mum cut would be $2 million.
"That would be the rosiest picture," he
says. "That would include cooperation
from the unions and some tuition in
creases. Everything you can think of
would have to come together for that to
happen."
Whether the cuts are $2 million or $7
million, Rauch says that the university
will have to start its budget planning
from scratch.
"You can't keep dipping into equip
ment and operating budgets," Rauch says.
"You can't do that over two or three years.
It would devastate the university."

Rather than across-the-board cuts,
Rauch says the university will have to
look at whole programs and make tough
decisions about whether it can offer as
broad a choice to students as it might like.
Some programs are likely to be scaled
back—others are likely to be eliminated.
Rauch says the UMaine System will
also have to take a hard look at whether or
not it can afford to have duplication of
programs at its seven campuses. He cited
the fact that there are now three nursing
programs, two public policy programs,
five or six education programs, and
several business programs within the
UMaine System.
"Maybe we will keep it that way,"
Rauch says, "but you have to look at it."
One person who will be very much
involved in those decisions is UMaine's
president, Dale Lick. In preparation for
the difficult choices ahead, Lick has set up
a series of guidelines. As a general guide
line for the cuts in the current fiscal year,
he has emphasized that the three-part

mission of teaching, research, and service
will be of the highest priority. Within that
mission, he said, academic instruction
would have priority over research, and
research would have priority over ser
vice.
In the longer run, Lick says that aca
demic programs, departments, or activi
ties should be considered for elimination
when:
• They are not central to the mission of a
particular university campus or the Uni
versity of Maine System in furthering the
undergraduate and graduate mission of
the campus, the research mission of the
campus, or the public service mission of
the campus.
• The program has produced a low num
ber of credit hours over the last five years.
• The program has had a small number of
graduates over the last five years.
• The program does not effectively utilize
the faculty assigned to it.
• The program unnecessarily duplicates
or overlaps other programs on the camWinter 1991 3
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curring at universities around the nation. system—but he is not pushing the panic
pus, or in the system.
Additionally, Lick said that A recent survey of 3,000 schools found a button.
"My belief is that these are beginning
nonacademic programs will be evaluated 60 percent growth in nonfaculty jobs dur
target numbers/ Woodbury told the
"by the degree to which they support ing the 1980s.
academics, research, and public service."
Even if the best case scenario occurs, Bangor Daily News. "I am persuaded that
UMaine System trustees generally Flanagan says UMaine will have to raise the governor and the Legislature is so
agree with Lick's priorities. But they stress tuition and make an all out attempt to be committed to a strong university, that to
take those target numbers would be
that all nonacademic areas including ad sure classes are filled.
ministration and athletics will be on the
Flanagan says it will also be important misleading.
cutting board.
to keep students and alumni concerned
"Our main interest is in the integrity of and actively supporting higher educa
the academic programs," says Sally tion priorities in the state. He noted that
oodbury also said that it was
Vamvakias '63, a member of the UMS the large number of alumni expressing
too early to make assumptions
board and also the current president of their concerns has already had a real
about financing for the second
year of the next biennium, becaus
the UMaine Alumni Association. "Every impact on state politicians.
state economy may rebound
thing else, from athletics to
by 1992.
maintenance falls somewhere
2M
In his current proposal the
behind academics. I think there
governor has called for a
is total agreement on that point."
The Changing Numbers for 1992
budget of $141 9 for 1992—
Vamvakias said there is
which is still $2 5 million less
frustration among trustees
Original Trustee Request
/$163.0 million
than it is receiving this year.
about the budget cuts, but she
■■■■HMM
Original Governor's Proposal $154.7 million
As mentioned, before the
said there is also a sense of ur
state's crisis became evident in
gency.
Revised Governor's Proposal ’’$133.5 million^
November, McKernan had
"It is staggering," she says.
planned to recommend $154 7
"There is concern for the people
million for 1992 and $162 7mil
involved—the teachers, the stu
lion for 1993. That biennium
"Right now I can put together a
dents, and the parents who will
total of $317.4 million was $42
have to pay higher tuition."
scenario that says our share of the
million more than McKernan's
Board chairman David
cuts for the next two years is going to
revised budget proposal
Flanagan has made it clear that
Both of the governor's pro
the things that will have to go
be $11 million. I can also put together
posals are far below the fund
first are "outreach things and
a scenario that says our share will be
ing asked for by the trustees.
athletics."
$2 pillion."
Their recommendations were
"We have to look particularly
for $163 million for 1992 and
at cutting back administration
llK; ’
M " ■ 'I
Charles F. Rauch
$170 million for 1993 for a bien
and the outreach programs, be
nium total of $333 million.
cause that is where the growth
The cuts are very difficult
has been."
As part of alumni efforts to support the for the trustees to accept because prior to
university, the Alumni Association put last spring's budget crisis, the state was
everal UMaine faculty members its Advocacy/Legislative Committee making major progress towards imple
have also called for cutbacks in ad into action. The group headed by Patricia menting the increased funding recom
ministration, pointing to a 42 per A. Riley '73, has held several meetings— mendations made by the 1986 Visitor's
cent growth in administration since 1985. preparing statements, meeting with Committee That distinguished commit
In that same period, while the student political and university leaders, and ral tee called for increased faculty salaries, a
bolstering of libraries and other resource
body grew by 20 percent, the faculty in lying alumni around the state.
creased by only 14.5 percent.
"If there ever was a time when we centers, and a commitment to make the
UMaine System leaders say that much (alumni) should be in pursuit of an issue, Orono campus a strong graduate institu
of the increase in nonfaculty positions is a this is that time," Vamvakias says. "Now tion.
By everyone's estimation, the gains
result of increased government regula is the time for alumni to speak up and get
tions. For example, there must now be a involved. And I mean more than just made in the last five years are now in
hazardous materials trainer on each of being cheerleaders for the university. As jeopardy of being lost.
But no one is really sure And that
the seven campuses.
an independent association, we can ad
Changes in America's social patterns dress issues that the university might not uncertainty makes everyone involved
with the University of Maine System
have also caused increased hiring in be able to address."
nonacademic areas. For example, a good
Vamvakias said that UMaine System very anxious.
"The quicker we find out what is going
number of employees now work at cam Chancellor Robert Woodbury has appre
pus day care centers. Those jobs did not ciated the ideas and support from alumni. to happen, the better it is going to be,"
exist a decade ago.
Woodbury believes that the proposed cuts says Rauch. "But no one knows when the
The growth in nonfaculty jobs is oc are going to have a dramatic effect on the uncertainty will lift."
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Join the Black Bears in Puerto Rico
November 29 to December 2
The UMaine men’s basketball team will challenge seven colleges
from around the country in the San Juan Shootout. Join the
team for some great basketball and warm Caribbean sunshine. There is
also an optional add-on trip to St.Thomas (at a luxury resort) for those
who would like to do some duty-free Christmas shopping.
Write or call today for more information:
Cathy Billings ’78
Crossland Alumni Center, UM, Orono , ME 04469 (207) 581-1134

Reunion ’91
May 30, 31, June 1 & 2
for all Senior Alumni
and the
Reunion Classes of
1971—20th
1961—30th
1956—35th
1951—40th

1946--45th
1936—55th
1931—60th
1926—65th

And Celebrating the special...
Silver Anniversary of the Class of 1966
Golden Anniversary of the Class of 1941
Come Back . ..
For the Memories and Friendships!
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UMaine receives
record level of
private support
The University of Maine col-

lected $14.8 million worth of
private gifts and research
awards in fiscal year 1990. The
amount was the largest in the
history of the school.
The totals for the year end
ing on June 30,1990, show in
come of $11.6 million from
gifts, grants, and awards, and
$3.2 million from UMaine's
investments.
The money was raised from
more than 16,000 donors and
will be used for scholarships,
endowments, academic and
instructional support, re
search, public service, and
buildings and equipment
In making the announce
ment, UMaine President Dale
Lick emphasized that in
creased levels of private sup
port would not make up for
the drastic cuts in state support
for the university (see page 2)
Robert Holmes, UM vice
president for development,
noted that during the last five
years, private giving to the
university has totaled more
than $56 million. Eighty-seven
percent of that money has gone
to academics and the arts,
while about 13 percent has
supported Maine athletics.
President Lick also an
nounced two new substantial
gifts to UM. The first, a
$100,000 donation by Harold
Alfond, will be used to estab
lish the Margaret Chase Smith
Public Affairs Scholarship
Fund. The second is a gift of
$500,000 from James W.
Gorman, Class of 1958, and
his wife Maureen Gorman. The
money will be donated over
the next five years to establish
a fund to promote excellence
in mechanical engineering.
X
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Retired College of Forest Resources dean, Fred Knight ’49

Fred Knight '49
retires as forestry
college dean

! ronment. "Foresters, wildlifers, and recreation special
ists will be needed to solve
many of the problems of the
environment," he said.
Replacing Knight as dean
is another UMaine alumnus,
G. Bruce Wiersma ’64.
Since 1988, Wiersma has
been director of the Center for
Environmental Assessment at
the Idaho National Engineer
ing Laboratory, EG&G Idaho,
Inc. He has been affiliated with
the Idaho National Engineer
ing Laboratory since 1980 For
seven years he was manager
of the Environmental and
Earth Science Group
Pnor to 1980, Wiersma
worked for the Environmen
tal Protection Agency
In addition to his degree
from Maine, he has a master's
degree from Yale and a Ph D
from SUNY College of Envi
ronmental Science & Forestry
Wiersma will live in East
Holden with his wife Ann
Becker Wiersma, also a 1964
UMaine graduate.
I

Greek alumni
form council
>

AAr hen retiring UM

Dean
Fred Knight ’49 returned to
his alma mater in 1972 as a
teacher, forest resources was
still a school in the College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture.
With an infusion of funds
from the private sector in the
1970s, the school expanded,
offering new degrees such as
the one in forest engineering.
And in the 1980s, Knight
helped to establish two
nonthesis master's degrees in
forestry and wildlife in re
sponse to Maine's need for
trained professionals.
But Knight says his major
accomplishment as dean was
the establishment of the Col-

■

T

he fraternity of Gamma Al
pha Chi, the Greek Alumni
Council, has been established
at the University of Maine to
Dean of College of Forest
make a bridge between the
Resources, Bruce Wiersma '64
existing Greek organizations
and their alumni.
lege of Forest Resources. "It is
The Greek Alumni Council,
recognized across the U.S. as a successor to the dormant
being a quality program," he Alumni Fraternity Council, is
said. "If there's anything the designed to enhance the image
university wants to point to as of UM fraternities and sorori
top notch, it's right there."
ties by unifying and strength
Knight thinks that the Col ening the Greek system.
lege of Forest Resources will i
The council was co
become even more important founded by Angela Mini, a pre
in the future as the public be law student from Old Town
comes increasingly concerned and member of Phi Mu, and
about the future of the envi- Alan Douville, Jr., a graduate

brother, live-in advisor, and
national representative for Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity.
All interested Greek alumni
are encouraged to call Wil
liam Lucy, 207-581-1792, for
more information.

UMaine receives
$1 million grant
to improve rural
health care

vt

*

University or Maine
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CKwsJaijd Aiutftni Center
OiiwO;
■ 207-S81 AU A1 we
The University of Maine's
College of Social and Behav
ioral Sciences recently received
a three-year grant for $1 mil
lion from the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services.
The purpose of the grant is to
develop interdisciplinary
educational programs for the
recruitment and training of
professionals who will deliver
health care in rural areas.
The university is one of 11
institutions receiving funds
this year under the Interdisci
plinary Rural Health Care
Training Program, which
promotes recruitment and re
tention of rural health care
professionals.
According to Julia Watkins,
dean of the College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences and
principal investigator for the
grant, the significance of the
collaborative project is in the
impact it will have on im
proving the quality of health
care in rural areas of Maine.
She said that it would also lead
to some innovative ap
proaches to the interdiscipli
nary education of health pro
fessionals in the state.
With the receipt of the grant,
it is hoped that under served
areas of the state will be
reached and that well-trained
health care professionals will
remain in Maine and enhance
the state's professional re
sources.

UMaine Alumni Association treasurer Will Farnham '59 (left) and Executive Director Max Burry '57
presented a check to Athletic Director Kevin White. The money was contributed by the participants in
the Association's Hawaii Football Tour in October.

UMaine students
start horror
magazine
Three University of Maine

students have started a new
horror magazine, NightWorld,
the premier issue of which ap
peared in late October, just in

time for Halloween.
The motivation for Lyman
Feero, Erik Winter, and Greg
Commeau was primarily that
they couldn't find a horror
magazine on the market that
met their quality standards.
"I couldn't find any quality
horror fiction," Feero said. "So
I modeled NightWorld after
anything valuable I found in

UMaine students (from left) Erik Winter, Lyman Feero, and Greg
Commeau are hoping NightWorld fills a void for horror buffs.

horror. We try to avoid shock
horror, straight gore like Clive
Barker. Good horror affects
you emotionally, and strikes
some nerves."
NightWorld is stuffed full of
horrific short stories, nonfic
tion, cartoons, poetry, com
mentary, and reviews. Feero,
Winter, and Commeau are re
sponsible for all the material
in the first issue. They plan on
having the magazine pub
lished on a monthly basis. In
the first issue, they solicited
articles and artwork for future
issues.
The three UMaine students
plan to put any profits back
into the magazine—putting
out more issues and gradually
upgrading the quality.
"We never started this with
the idea of making a profit,"
Feero said. "We think of it as a
reader's forum, a market for
their writings. We'd be quite
happy if it was self-supporting.
(Information taken from
Bangor Daily Neivs, 10/31 /90)
Winter 1991 7
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Research

Here at LASST!
On the first floor of the new Sawyer
Environmental Center, an interdisciplinary
team of scientists are making great strides in
understanding the properties of materials.
Story by Carole J. Bombard '64,'66G
hocolate candy coated to with
stand the heat of Operation
Desert Shield.. .natural-colored
composite fillings for teeth ..
computer chips that transmit messages
without failure, .simple tests for hepati
tis and HIV. . .tableware that's micro
wave and dishwasher safe. . space ve
hicles. ..
What do they have in common7
They are the type of innovations which
come from work in materials science At
the University of Maine, materials science
research is conducted in the Laboratory
for Surface Science and Technology, a
unit recently moved from the basement
of Barrows Hall to the first floor of the
Sawyer Environmental Research Build
ing.
What's LASST like? According to
physics professor William Unertl, who
served as its acting director and director
from 1981 to 1990, LASST carries out in
terdisciplinary research focused on ma
terials science.
"Although it is a relatively new area,
most major universities in the United
States have a materials science depart
ment," Unertl says. "But whatever name
you choose to use, what we do is aimed at
understanding properties of materials and
how we can fiddle with them so they will
perform as we wish.
"LASST is firmly based on interdisci
plinary work. Our current faculty mem
bers are from physics, chemistry, and
electrical engineering, and we expect to
form a link with chemical engineering,
specifically in terms of paper coatings
relevant to the pulp and paper industry,"

C
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he continues.
Surface acoustic wave detectors sound
esoteric and complicated, (and they are)
but under the guidance of electrical engi
neering professor and LASST researcher
John Vetelino, they are being honed to
perform in practical and relevant ways.
Unertl explains, "Surface acoustic wave
detectors (SAWs) can detect minute
quantities of pollutant gases in the atmosphere, serving to provide critically
needed data to help society make sensible
decisions about the environment. In a
more personal, and in some interpreta
tions more important way, SAWs are
demonstrating strong potential in medi
cal diagnostics
"John Vetelino and his graduate stu
dents are working with university micro
biologists to tailor SAWs to serve as of
fice-based diagnostic tools to test for con
ditions such as hepatitis, HIV, and other
retroviruses. They are currently con
ducting prototype studies of a device
which will sense the presence of antigens
in a solution, identify the disease they
represent, and indicate how heavily the
solution is contaminated "
Unertl says that detectors based on
SAWs promise a much faster test for
hepatitis than is currently available. "It
would fill a real need, so much so that the
BIODE Company in Cape Elizabeth is
cooperating with Vetelino to develop a
concrete product for the marketplace "
Unertl and Professor Michael Grunze
study other aspects of surface and inter
face science. One of their major focuses is
on polymers (plastics), which are long
molecules, essentially a string of identical

I

I
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basic bits of components made of carbon
and fluorine, for example
"We are trying to understand how al
tering the chemical composition of the
polymer influences its ability to stick to
other things," Unertl says. "For example,
in very human terms it spells how to get
a metal film to stick to a plastic pen."
A very general question that scientists
are asking is how do we get one material
to stick to another?
"The demand for faster computers re
quires new materials with good adhesion
and special electrical properties," Unertl
says, "and because we are dealing with a
complex molecule which can be modified
in may ways, both the adhesive and
electrical properties can be changed to
obtain optimal performance. Change one
small aspect of the molecule, and multiple
additional changes follow. When you are
constantly keeping an eye on practical
applications, knowing this opens a trea
sure chest of ways to manipulate the
material to do what we want it to do."
Associate Professor Dan Dwyer is a
working with LASST. Motivation for some
of his work comes from catalysts, sub
stances which don't start chemical reac
tions, but act to speed them up. (InterQ

William Unertl, (left) a physics professor at
UM, describes materials science as a rela
tively new area with many possibilities.

estingly, catalysts aren't used up in the
process either; their mere presence just
makes things happen faster, rather like
chemical Iagos).
Unertl explains, "Platinum metal is a
classic example of a catalyst. Hydrogen
and oxygen react to form water, but they
do it much faster in the presence of a hot
platinum surface. If you heat oil in the
presence of a specific catalyst, one prod, uct or end result will be favored over all
others. In the oil refining industry, it's an
advantage to be able to control output—
to manage a reaction with a catalyst so
that a particular product is formed."

Ceramics are another focus of research
at LASST. They or their spinoffs are used
in plates, space shields, and composite
dental fillings. Ceramics are insulators,
and consequently, it is hard to study their
surfaces because most experimental tech
niques require electrical conductivity.
Robert Lad, another LASST faculty
researcher, is working with oxides and
the surface properties of ceramics. Ox
ides are the product of metals and oxygen
and are often crystalline. Lad is working
with techniques to make ceramics electri
cally conductive so they may be studied.
One trick is used for the ceramic titanium
dioxide: by partially decomposing it some
of the oxygen atoms are removed. That
ethane, Unertl explains, is the leaves tiny holes where the oxygen was,
simplest of the hydrocarbons and Shazamm! the ceramic is a mild con
and we get an appreciable ductor. Carbides are naturally conduc
amount of it from natural gas wells,tive
yet its
and work very well in this process.
light molecular weight limits its useful
"In the world of business and indus
ness. But, in the presence of a catalyst, try, ceramics are used as cutting tools
methane changes to make other hydro because they are very strong at high tem
carbon molecules with longer molecular peratures and under heavy loads, and
chains and higher molecular weight. they are used in jet aircraft turbine blades
These hydrocarbons are useful in fuels, which must also withstand great heat,"
for example. Similarly, carbon monoxide Unertl explains.
and iron react so the former falls apart.
"However," he continues, "ceramics
This is an important step in the manufac are very sensitive to any imperfections in
ture of more useful molecules.
the crystalline structure of their surfaces.

M

Lad studies how defects on ceramic sur
faces influence the ways ceramics react
with their environment, and he is devel
oping new ways to control them."
A theorist in statistical mechanics and
professor of physics, Peter Kleban, rounds
out the current LASST faculty. In very
simple terms, Kleban starts with indi
vidual atoms one on one, moves to lots of
atoms, and then predicts how they are
going to behave. His foci include super
heating and supercooling, as well as the
universality concept, the proposition that
a property (for example, density) behaves
exactly the same in all cases.
Kleban's work moves from the propo
sition that universal classes exist, to proofs
of their existence, and finally to testing
them on real substances. He examines
how melting causes changes in the be
havior of materials, how those changes
manifest themselves, and what happens
in the real world. A vital product of
Kleban's work rests with what engineers
always want—being able to use the least
amount of something to do or resist the
most.
While a large part of the work at LASST
addresses research, another substantial
aspect of the unit is teaching.
"Because of the ongoing work at
LASST, we are able to teach specialized
courses that are otherwise not available,"
Unertl says. "Students get to participate
actively in the research process. Currently
we have 25 graduate students from the
U.S. and abroad, about two-thirds of
whom are working on doctorates."
An External Advisory Committee
helps keep LASST in touch with the
marketplace, with their peers elsewhere,
and with the types of research the federal
government and private research corpo
rations are looking for. Currently, it is
composed of Daniel Auerbach of the IBM
Almadin Research Center; Nobel Prize
winner George Bednorz of Switzerland;
D. Wayne Goodman of Texas A & M; and
John T. Yates, R.K. Mellon professor of
chemistry and director of the Pittsburgh
Surface Science Center at the University
of Pittsburgh.
With their commitment, awareness of
the world of materials science, and pio
neering skills, it is no surprise that external
funding for LASST faculty projects has
more than doubled to $696,140 since 1981.
Winter 1991 9
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Take the Ice
Driven by a dream of
becoming a varsity
Black Bear team, the
UM women's hockey
club is improving with
every game.
I
Story and photo by Alan Comeau '89

t's after 10 p.m. on a Monday at the Maine.
| were nervous, but ready to play. The first
Alfond Arena. A group of hockey
While the 25 members of this young practice that year must have been some
players quickly respond to their club are focusing on the present season, thing to see.
coach's order to form a semi-circle many of them are also charter members
"The most vivid memory I have is
facing the goalie Wrist and slap shots who played on the first team and they playing in a scrimmage against a local
begin to fly, first in succession from left to often look back to that first season for pee-wee team from Orono, and realizing
right, then alternating from one side to comparison.
that once I got moving I really couldn't
the next. Someone walking through the 1
The present club's destiny was shaped stop very well, " says Jennifer Sanborn,
stands looks at his watch and mutters, by Joan King, a 1985 graduate She had treasurer for the club and a junior English
"My God, that Shawn Walsh sure drives : experienced the excitement of hockey major from Bangor.
his Black Bears hard. No wonder they're while playing on the women's club that
The learning-to-skate theme is quite
in the top ten."
existed in the late seventies and early common throughout the stories of first
But as the Alfond visitor gets closer to eighties at the university. When the coach time hockey experiences.
the ice, he's surprised. These aren't the graduated and key players transferred,
"When we first started playing, only a
Black Bear skaters he's used to seeing— the club struggled and eventually folded. few of us had skated on hockey skates
they're all women, members of the fast King came back to Maine for graduate before," says the club's secretary Zoe
improving University of Maine women's school in 1987, and she resurrected the Harris. "You had a lot of people that first
hockey club.
club for a very simple reason. "I wanted i night on the ice just hanging on the edges,
Most people don't know about to make sure that women at the university with no idea of what the game was about."
women's hockey. And even fewer are had an opportunity to play hockey. I felt
Since hockey is often thought of as a
aware that UMaine has its own team. But it was important to have a women's male sport, and most of the first members
the club, coached by volunteer Brian hockey club at the major UMaine cam of the hockey club had trouble just skat
Curtin '89 and four assistants, is currently pus."
ing, a logical question emerges—what is
in its third year at the university, and
In her determination to get the word their motivation to play hockey? The
according to both coaches and players out about women's hockey, she posted a answer given by this team's members
alike, is growing stronger every season.
sign in all the women's residence hall was unanimous: They play for the chal
"Last year we lost to Boston College 9- sections. "I think every women's bath lenge and fun of it. They see nothing
0, while this year we played them tough room on campus had that poster in it at unusual about women wanting to play
and only lost 4-1. They knew they were in one time or another," she joked. King got hockey.
a real game and it felt good to be able to forty phone calls that fall, and the club
Differing little from men's hockey,
compete with them," said Nancy Allard, was reborn. Dr. Chris Murdoch became with the exception that it is a slowerthe team's goalie and a senior physical the faculty advisor and Steve Watson was paced, nonchecking sport, women's
education major from North Berwick, the first-year head coach. The women hockey in New England and the United
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States has made significant strides over
the past decade. This is evidenced by the
fact that women's hockey is an exhibition
sport in the next winter Olympics. Closer
to home, many New England universities
now support either a varsity or club
women's hockey program. Northeastern,
Providence, and UNH are currently
working to mold Division I varsity pro
grams. In Maine, both Colby and Bowdoin
support varsity women's hockey teams.

Coach Curtin chooses to "stick with the games, will generate increased revenue,
basics" during most of the practices.
which the players would love to see circu
"We (the coaching staff) try to mix lated back into hockey—women's hockey
basic skills with live scrimmaging. The that is. "Hockey is such a popular sport in
team is developing the ability to follow the area, and we think that the success of
plays and read situations, all the things the men's team could help us get more
that come with actual playing experience. support in the long run; a sort of spillover
They've come a long way, and I credit effect," said Griffith.
that to their team spirit," Curtin said.
The club's hopes hinge on Title IX,
The women's hockey club is just that, which simply put, states that no indi
a club, and that means having officers vidual is to be discriminated against un
and holding meetings—it also means lots der an educational program or activity
hat has precipitated many of fundraising.
receiving federal financial assistance. The
"We generally meet once a week, and all University of Maine, under the supervi
universities to sponsor a
women's hockey team? The members are supposed to attend," said sion of Athletic Director Kevin White,
Kelly
Roubo, a senior dual major in French has developed a blue ribbon committee
answer can be found in many prep
schools
in New England, especially Con
chaired by Assistant Professor
Holly Leonard, to objectively look
necticut and Massachusetts, where
at the situation of men's and
all-girl varsity programs are a
common part of the winter sport
women's sports on campus. The
"When women's ice hockey
schedule. Katie Griffith, a senior
current attitude seems to be that
and one of the captains of
the committee is going to identify
is done well, it is a
UMaine's squad this year, was one
certain programs already in exist
beautiful game."
ence and increase their funding in
of the exceptions to the "just be
ginning" rule three years ago at
order to make them more com
Maine. She attended a private
petitive. Creating a new varsity
high school in Rumson, New Jer
program like women's hockey
sey, where she played hockey all four and art, and the club's president. "A lot may not be on the committee's agenda at
years.
of discussion is focused on fundraising, this time. But according to Tom Boeh,
"I'm from a hockey family and I feel and we are always looking for sponsors senior associate athletic director and exlike I've grown up with the sport," Griffith to help with equipment and travel costs." officio member of the blue ribbon com
says. "Hockey was the winter event at the Perhaps the most visible fundraising the mittee, "Ice hockey will receive every
all-girl's school that I attended, and to club performs is at the Maine men's benefit of discussion at committee meet
play in college was a natural extension of hockey games. When you see a young ings; it needs to."
my high school experience. The list of woman selling 50/50 raffle tickets at the
prep schools with girl's hockey is grow Alfond, chances are it is a member of the
ealistically, most members of the
ing all the time." In Maine there are club.
hockey club don't expect their
currently no high school level all-girl's
The hockey club is one of twelve clubs
dream to come true in the near
programs, although girls are allowed to sponsored by the university's recreation
future, so they focus on the here and now.
play on the boys’ teams.
department. According to Dave Ames, That means more emphasis on training.
Comparisons between the styles of director of recreation at the university,
"Since we are trying to be more com
men's and women's hockey are bound to the women's hockey club currently has petitive this year, we recognized the im
be made, and one of the major differences the second highest budget, and the uni portance of starting the season already in
seems to be the nonchecking rule stipu versity pays for officials, travel, ice time, shape instead of spending half the season
lated in women's hockey leagues. While and team equipment.
trying to get into shape," one player said.
some fans may miss the hard-hitting part
The future of the club is on each
Coming back from winter break, the
of the game, others say it makes for a member's mind at one time or another, club enters the second semester with a 1purer form of hockey, one that empha and the goal is to someday reach the 4 record and a positive attitude about the
sizes skill.
varsity level. Increased yearly attendance eleven games left on its schedule. But
"When women's ice hockey is done and the improved performance of the these pioneers of women's hockey at the
well, it is a beautiful game," said one club are things that the players feel the University of Maine are doing more than
player named Katie. "There is more of a athletic department should look at when helping themselves. In this age of
focus on finesse and the basic skills such considering the team for varsity status.
women's aspirations and changing sex
as passing and skating."
"We are getting new recruits who are roles, they serve as role models for future
But for all the hard-core contact fans really dedicated to the sport and should university women. Because of their de
out there, don't think for a second that it's keep the club going strong," said senior termination it is likely that a day will
all niceness and courtesy. "Even though team captain Kathy Gendron "They are come when female hockey players won't
there's no checking allowed, there's plenty coming to Maine to play hockey, even have to sell raffle tickets at men's games
of contact occurring around the puck," though we have no incentives or scholar or squeeze in a practice at 10 p.m. They
stated Harris. Taking into account the ships to offer them." Also, the expansion will be part of a strong varsity hockey
style of play, as well as the general expe of the Alfond Arena, while making it program at Maine that will support Black
rience level of the women on the club, more difficult to schedule practices and Bear teams of both sexes.
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The Arts

Michael Lewis'
success reflects
spiritual growth, ■
vision, and a
strong Maine
work ethic.

by Steve Kloehn
Michael and May Lewis
Photo by Allan Stubbs
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ichael Lewis did not expect Monet to drop in.
Lewis, the artist, teacher, and chairman of the
University of Maine art department, finished his
working day and went to his studio, where he could
get to the central business of his life—painting.
As the occupations and preoccupations of the day dropped off,
one by one, he began to think of the ocean at Bar Harbor, the shore
at sunrise. He began, as he describes it, to push the paint around.

M

Clouds roiled up, then dropped off
again, threatened, then softened into a
more benign power. Gray and black wash
tones swirled through the spreading sky—
the sky which dwarfs earth and man in so
many Lewis paintings.
A brilliant ball of sun low on the scene
took control of the morning clouds, tint
ing and highlighting the vast expanse.
The light revealed a fine shoreline and a
few delicate fir trees.
Then Claude Monet appeared.
"All of a sudden, I saw Monet standing

there. I don't know where he came from/'
Lewis remembers. "He actually just
walked into it and told me that he wanted
to be there." '
Lewis roughed in the tiny figure of a
man on the shore. Later he went back and
looked at some photographs of Monet,
then gave his inch-tall titan the white
beard and other details that make the
French impressionist clearly recognizable.
Looking at the finished version of the
painting, "Escape from Time—Monet's
Appearance at Bar Harbor," it is hard to

imagine the seascape without its title mentum, Lewis realizes that he teaches letting it all hang out intellectually. They
character. Monet—who never visited Bar not out of necessity, but because he likes are taking risks, but their hands aren't
Harbor in his corporeal life—stands alone, it. The challenges of teaching, and even doing it.
tiny against the flowing backdrop of sea the challenges of administration, combine
"That's why I teach," he says with a
and sky. Yet even more than the blazing problems and opportunities; finding the smile.
solution is a struggle. And the struggle,
sun, Monet seems to control the scene.
By his own account, Lewis was a stu
"Monet's Appearance at Bar Harbor" even more than the solution, gives Lewis dent with a hand that did not do what he
fathered a series of
wanted it to do. As an
paintings by the Uni
undergraduate at the
versity of Maine's most
State University Col
distinguished and pro
lege in New Paltz, New
lific painter. Each scene
York, he was attracted
depicts a famous artist
to art by the lifestyles
making a mythical visit
of people who called
to a Maine landscape.
themselves artists, and
Looking back at the
seemed to enjoy wine
paintings, Lewis finds
and parties more fully
that the appearance of
than their counterparts
legendary figures tells a
in other disciplines.
little about his own
By his senior year,
progress after more than
however, he had dis
25 years of painting.
covered that the
"I experience them
people who were seri
now not as gods of the
ous about painting did
art world. I understand
not have much time for
them as people strug
parties.
As
he
gling as I do," Lewis
struggled with his own
says. "It's not a matter
work, and found the
of wrestling my will
work increasingly im
with the paint. It's a
portant, he had less
matter of opening my
and less time for par
self to it.
ties.
"Painting is like
He graduated in
breathing. I don't think
1963, the same year he
about it. It's the way I've
married May Eng, and
learned to explore the
went on to take a
world," he says. Time,
master's degree in fine
myth, the artist, and his
arts at Michigan State
role in a fluid universe—
University. In 1966, he
the things on Lewis'
took an instructor's
mind show up on his
position in the art de
canvas. "I do it because
partment at Maine.
I need information
As he progressed
about these things."
up the academic lad
While the image of
der—assistant profes
Sunrise Over The Stillwater (Orono, Maine), 1989.
breathing gets at the
sor, associate profes
regular rhythm of
sor, chairman of the
Lewis' work, it ignores the obsessive drive a thrill.
department in 1975, and full professor in
behind his art. After a full work day,
"What I tend to do (in class) is set up a 1977—Lewis became involved in a wide
every day, Lewis goes to his studio to problem, and the problem is usually fairly variety of projects. He made several ex
paint. He arrives at 7 p.m., and leaves complex. It requires the student to find a perimental films in the mid-70s and taught
between 10:30 and midnight. He paints solution that's open-ended. Then I'm in a course in filmmaking. In 1983, he wrote
when he is tired, he paints when work has viting them to solve it in a personal way," and directed a television version of the
not gone well, and he paints when he says Lewis, whose white hair sweeps back story of Cupid and Psyche called "Wings
would rather be with his wife and three dramatically from a high forehead and of Light," which was shown on the Maine
children. Painting is his focus, but it comes active face.
Public Broadcasting Network.
only after a full day of teaching classes in
"Sometimes you see these beautiful
At heart, however, he remained a
painting and drawing, and attending to things emerging from students' work. painter.
the duties of department chairman.
Things that they don't see. You know that
In early paintings, Lewis concentrated
But as his painting career gains mo- they are thinking the right way. They are on the disparate images of the late 60s:
Winter 1991 13
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children, Hell's Angels, a priest, a pinup,
Bob Dylan, a soldier in Vietnam. He also
says that his work in that period was
egoistic, filled with self-portraits and he
roic poses.

“Fieldstone Farm" by Carol Sebold
Signed edition of 450. Image size 14 1/2" x 21"
$100.00 ppd. M.C./ VISA Me. Res. add 5% tax
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hen he began reading the
psychology of Freud, Jung,
and Skinner. His interest in
the subconscious aspect of
creativity began to control
the content of his painting,
while a fascination with light h
experimenting with colors an
painting by candlelight.
And as his interest in the subconscious
grew, he began to connect it to a world he
had always distrusted—the spiritual
"My feeling about spirituality was that
it was pretty hokey stuff," he says
But the feeling that there was some
thing more that connected him to the
universe and the people around him
would not go away There was one way
he knew to test that feeling.
"I decided I would do some Biblical
paintings. I felt pretty stupid. Who does
Biblical paintings anymore?" He finished
eight paintings of Moses, eleven he titled
"Mystical Union," and four more of
Samson and Delilah
His spiritual exploration took him from
the Bible through other religions and into
mysticism. While his reading and his
thinking moved him in one direction, a
more mundane transaction gave him a
new setting to work within
Lewis had lived in Maine for 17 years
and fallen in love with its views, from the
woods to the scenes around Orono to the
breathtaking sights of Acadia National
Park. He never painted any of that, how
ever. "I thought that was the most trite
thing you could do," he remembers.
But some friends who were restoring a
Bar Harbor cottage for use as a bed and
breakfast offered him a trade- he could
come and stay for free in one of their
rooms if he would give them a painting.
For several years in a row, he took them
up on the offer, and used his time in Bar
Harbor to paint its landscapes.
Those works, as Lewis says, are "highly
empirical," literal studies of light and its
effect on the surrounding scene. He sel
dom paints outside any more, as he did
during those visits to Bar Harbor, but the
views and the images of nature's constant
flux continue to work in his paintings.

T

TAe Slower Shop

of Orono
In his early years, Lewis produced
about 10 paintings a year. During the
1980s, that jumped to about 25 paintings
a year, and in 1989 he finished more than
100 paintings. He does not expect that he
will complete 100 paintings this year, but
he finds evidence, in his productivity, of
work paying off.
"You grope around for a certain vo
cabulary. At the same time, you're strug
gling for content and theme," he says.
"The one thing that this points to is that I
have developed a language."
Lewis has also developed a following.
By the end of the 1970s, collectors and
artists outside Maine began to take notice
of Lewis' work, a style he called "neo
romantic" in a 1979 interview. His
paintings were featured in more shows
and museums, including the Fogg Mu
seum of Art at Harvard University. Sev
eral New York galleries now show his
work, and an exhibition of his paintings is
scheduled to travel to Sapporo, Japan,
this summer for a two-month tour of the
Far East.
Lewis is wary of that success, however.
He does not want it to soften his hunger
for struggle, and the idea of personal
greatness stands in direct opposition to
his understanding of the process of
painting.
"My thinking on the early stuff was
'The artist makes his art, and it's mine.' I
don't feel it's mine anymore," he says.
"There may be something there if you can
get your individual ego out of the way."
That, too, folds nicely into Lewis' un
derstanding of teaching, and the building
of a teaching program. While he ac
knowledges that the department
chairman's paperwork can be less than
exciting, the larger picture keeps him in
terested.
"What I do is set up a fertile environ
ment for people to do quality work, and
then find ways to move the vision that we
all share forward," he says. That vision is
one of a department that is populated by
artists and scholars who want to teach,
but continue to make their work known
nationally and internationally. That not
only keeps faculty sharp, but provides a
common meeting ground with students—
the process, the struggle with oneself to
move ahead.
"If you think that being an artist is just
arriving at the finished product, then you
are never going to make it," Lewis says.
"It's the people who really love wrestling
with a problem that keep on creating."
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Joan Brooks '80G is one of the
world's leading researchers in peat
engineering. And it all came about
after raising seven kids and ignoring
advisors who said she was too old to
begin work on a Ph.D.
By Lynne Nelson Manion

hen Joan Brooks '80G, a
research associate in the
civil engineering de
partment at the Univer
sity of Maine, looks back on the last 12
years, she can't help feeling a twinge of
amazement and awe. In just a little more
than a decade she was able to complete a
bachelor's, master's, and Ph.D. and be
come a highly respected and sought-after
professional in the peat moss field.
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"When I get off the phone after talking
to somebody about peat wastewater re
search, I have to laugh. Twelve years ago
I was a homemaker and a college drop
out. Now, people call from all over the
world asking about my research."
This transformation did not come
easily for Brooks.
"If you want to compare, a peat bog is
slow in developing, but peat is an inter
esting material—just underutilized at the
moment," said Brooks. "I am a late
bloomer and I certainly have a wide range
of interests. I'm just not as interesting as
peat."
Many people would disagree with this
statement.
As a 22-year-old, Brooks left a chem
istry program at St. Mary's Dominican
College in New Orleans shortly before
graduating.
"I really loathed and despised school,"

!
j

|

|

Brooks admits. "I only had twelve credits
left. But I left school for a good job as a
chemical analyst at American Cyanamid
m New Orleans "
But Brooks always talked about going
back to school to finish her degree "One
of my neighbors said I should either go
back to school or stop talking about it. I
figured I was safe. No one would let me
in.
Brooks was wrong. The University of
Maine did accept her. After a 22-year
hiatus, however, going back to school is
not that easy, especially when you have
seven children at home, the oldest being
18.
"As an older student you have differ
ent things to worry about than the tradi
tional student. While the girl in front of
me in class might be worried that the boy
next to her isn't going to ask her for a date,
I'm worried about racing home to get
//
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"...I have to laugh. Twelve
years ago I was a
homemaker and a college
dropout. Ufow, people call
me from all over the world
asking about my
research."

■

Photograph by John Baer

dinner ready and pick up my children.
"When I was a full-time mother I
cooked, gardened, canned vegetables,
baked bread, participated on every fund
drive that ever existed, substitute taught,
and the list goes on. And now I do much
less gardening and canning, and I don't
bake as much bread as I used to. Nothing
is static. A lot of people have a neat plan
for their life, I have a framework. I did
come back to school to get a degree so
that I could get a job when the kids left
the house. But I only planned to finish
my bachelor's..Brooks says.
However, once the decision was made
to go back to school, events in her life just
snowballed. Between 1975 and 1977,
Brooks earned enough credits at UMaine
to finish the bachelor's degree she started
at St. Mary's. After finishing her
bachelor's, Brooks decided school wasn't
all that bad, and decided to continue on

for her master's. Three years later she
received a master's degree from UMaine
in resource utilization. After her master's,
there were more questions to answer, so
she decided to work towards her Ph.D.
"Of course, there were those people
who said, 'You can't do this, you're too
old,"' Brooks remembers. "But that was
like waving the red flag at the bull. There
is too much energy left in me."
Brooks proved all the naysayers wrong:
In 1988 she received an individualized
Ph.D. in peat engineering and science.
That's not to say it was an easy road.
"There were days when I was fed up
with the bureaucracy and the brick walls
that were thrown up," Brooks explains.
The university just wasn't set up to
handle nontraditional students, like
Brooks, in the early eighties. Although
there were professors at the university
who were supportive and recognized

Brooks’ special needs, there were those
that thwarted her efforts.
Although each stage of the process
was difficult and exasperating at times,
her desire never wavered.
It was this desire that first caught the
interest of Professor William Stearns in
the math department. "When I first met
Joan, I though of her as just another
nontraditional student that needed a lot
of help. I did, however, see a strong de
sire to learn math and to do what she had
set out to do at the university. And that
desire generated my interest," Steams
remembers.
Coupled with her strong desire, Brooks
has an uncanny knack for proving people
wrong. The words "you can't" or "no"
just add fuel to the fire; Brooks lives for
the thrill of a challenge. Once when Brooks
was home working on her math at the
kitchen table, one of her children came
into the room, looked over her shoulder
and said with disbelief, "Mom, you don't
know how to do that?" That innocent
question just made Brooks work even
harder.

escriptions of Brooks run the
gamut from very bright, very
motivated, and very capable to
abrupt and abrasive. But it is all these
qualities that add to her unique person
ality—a personality that can't and won't
be ignored.
When Frank Woodard '61 first met
Brooks he was a professor in UMaine's
environmental engineering department.
"Joan walked into my office wearing a
green felt hat and a red and black checked
hunting jacket," Woodard said with a
chuckle. "She definitely wasn't your tra
ditional student."
Brooks came to Woodard to find out
about doing a master's in environmental
engineering. "She told me she had a fam
ily of seven children and she had a septic
system that had failed and she couldn't
find anyone to come and fix it," Woodard
remembers. "She wanted to know what I

D
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thought about using a bed of peat to
absorb the wastewater. I said it might
work but there had been no research on
it."
Undaunted, Joan said "Why don't I just
do a master's on it."
In the beginning, Woodard was a little
skeptical Joan could actually do the work
necessary for a master's degree. And other
faculty members were equally as skepti
cal.
"I was advised by several of my col
leagues 'To get rid of her as soon as pos
sible,"' Woodard says. "They did not think
Brooks could do the work. But I depended
on my own evaluation of her. I saw im
provement with her every week, every
month. I saw brilliance there. And I
thought that this brilliance could be
brought out over a period of years."
Woodard's perceptions of Brooks were
correct.
s.

ith help from her family,
Brooks installed a waste
water treatment system at
her home in Eddington, ME,
ated the results of using peat in the filter
ing bed. According to Brooks, peat is a
better substance than soil to use for homes
that aren't serviced by a central septic
system, and which require a septic tank
and absorption bed (leach field) to filter |
septic waste (effluent). The reason for this
is that the treatment of the septic tank
effluent takes place in the peat instead of
in the soils beneath the conventional
distribution bed.
Another advantage is a greater reduc
tion in nitrogen components from the
septic tank effluent, thus providing
cleaner water entering the ground water
than that from conventional systems.
Evidence shows that harmful bacteria are
also eliminated from the wastewater.
Since October of 1988, peat wastewa
ter systems have been an acceptable sys
tem for treating wastewater under the
state of Maine subsurface wastewater
disposal rules.
Brooks got interested in peat as a means
of resource utilization. With 1.8 billion
tons of air dried peat in the State of Maine,
(this is a conservative estimate) Brooks
felt this was a resource that was not being
properly used. "I am a conservationist,
not a preservationist. I believe in the wise
use of natural resources and that is what
I am doing. I am using the natural re
source peat to clean up wastewater."
Brooks received a number of grants to
pursue her research. One grant was to
research the use of peat moss to compost
fish waste. Another grant was to study
the role of fungi and worms in peat
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Irish Minister for Energy Robert Molloy presented Joan Brooks '80G with a crystal
decanter for her work in peat research at the Todd Andrews Award presentation ceremony.

wastewater systems. She has also trav- Brooks decided to prepare a native Sri
eled to Alaska where she installed two Lankan dish. The fact that Brooks did not
peat systems in Anchorage. And she has know the first thing about Sn Lankan
traveled around the State of Maine de cooking, did not slow her down one bit.
signing peat systems.
Lounsbury is also amazed by Brooks'
Satisfaction is probably the biggest re creativity While at a convention in Se
ward Brooks gets from the work she does. attle, Brooks and Lounsbury were invited
Knowing that she helped somebody find to a formal cocktail party. Lounsbury
a way to build a septic system on a piece had brought an evening skirt with her,
of land not suited to a traditional septic but she was positive Brooks hadn't. Be
system, is a great feeling.
fore leaving for the party, Lounsbury left
"I feel the work I am doing with peat is the invitation out for Joan (Joan was at a
very important," Brooks says. "Peat is meeting) and she underlined the word
such a fascinating material. I'm always , formal.
talking about it as a wonderful material [
"You can imagine my surprise when I
and all the things you can do with it."
heard Joan's voice at the cocktail party,"
Lounsbury says. "There she was 'holding
court' in her bathrobe."
hat "can do" attitude is just a
Brooks had put on her long bathrobe,
natural reflection of the life she tied with a pretty scarf and bedecked
leads. One longtime friend and with jewels. The bathrobe had been made
work associate, Ann Lounsbury '56,
deof
 old bedroom drapes.
out
scribes Brooks as a fascinating person
"Yes, Joan is creative, knowledgeable
with a wide number of interests.
in many fields, and prepared for any cri
"Joan is so many-sided," Lounsbury sis," Lounsbury remarks.
says. "She thinks nothing of doing for
But that is just what makes Brooks
others and never seems bothered or different. She recalls many a time when
frazzled by what she has to do. "
she would forego the housework to go
When one of the graduate students play with the children.
Brooks is friendly with had his family
"When the wind was blowing right—
visit from Sri Lanka, Brooks invited his the house could have been a mess—I
whole family back to her house for din would go out and fly kites with the chil
ner. Wanting to make this family feel dren, because there might not have been
comfortable their first time in America, another windy day like this one. I knew

T

that the housework would keep for an
other day."
This attitude of living for the moment
is something Brooks abides by.
"A man asked me one day after a pre
sentation, "Where would you be now if
you hadn't stopped to have seven chil
dren?' Not any place else was my reply."
"I could be running a plant in South Af
rica instead of sitting in UM's Boardman
Hall. If I had it to do over, maybe I
wouldn't have skipped 22 years before
coming back to school, but I needed those
years of living."
And living is just what Brooks did. She
spent summers with her four boys and
three girls in a log cabin in the Maine
woods. While some children might think
living without a television for a whole
summer would be the worst form of
punishment, Brooks' kids didn't.
They were able to amuse themselves
without the television set. All of Brooks'
children know how to hunt, fish, and
trap. "Half of my kids can imitate the
sound a loon makes, and all of them can
name most of the trees and birds local to
this area. Maybe none of that will ever
earn them a living, but they know how to
enjoy their surroundings," Brooks
proudly says.
Enjoying the outdoors has always been
a big part of both Brooks and her hus
band Paul's lives. In the early 1900s,
Brooks' grandparents ran a sporting camp
in the same town, Forest City, Maine, as
her husband's grandparents. Brooks, a
native of New Orleans, vividly remem
bers those fun-filled summer days visit
ing her grandmother in Maine.
Although Brooks enjoyed her time as a
housewife and everything that entailed,
she is also enjoying her work right now.
In addition to her travel to Alaska, Canada,
and all over the United States, where she
has talked about peat and its many uses,
she recently returned from Ireland where
she was awarded the Todd Andrews
Personal Award for excellence in peat
research and development.
To some, it might seem that Brooks has
reached the pinnacle of her career, time to
sit back and enjoy the fruits of her labor
and spend time with her nine grandchil
dren. Brooks feels differently.
"There are still plenty of things to do.
I have roughed out six different research
projects. . .research is never done," she
says. "You answer one question and there
are other pieces still to be solved.
"So much of what I have done has not
been planned. An awful lot of it has been
simply being in the right place at the right
time," Brooks admits. "You have to pur
sue every option you can and you can't
take no for an answer."
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The research/teaching debate in America's universities

QUALITY
in the
CLASSROOM
By Jim Frick
Ben Liles was considered one of the University of
Maine's finest teachers; not just by students, but also by
a good number of his colleagues. Yet in the spring of
1990, Liles quit teaching and left UMaine a disillu
sioned man. The reason? After six years as an assistant
professor, he was told he would not be recommended
for tenure because he had done no published research.
The Ben Liles case upset a good many people on the
UMaine campus. Yet it is only a more publicized ex
ample of incidents that occur fairly regularly at univer
sities across the United States. Those incidents have left
many people wondering whether the world of higher
education is putting research ahead of
teaching and whether too high a priority on publishing
is adversely affecting the quality of undergraduate
education.
Several recent reports have answered that question
with a resounding "yes." In her strongly-worded 1990
report to Congress, National Endowment for the Hu
manities Chairperson Lynne Cheney states: "we place
expectations on college and university faculty members
that discourage them from devoting time to students
and the classroom."
To back up her charge, Cheney cited surveys
showing that 64 percent of faculty at research institutions
report spending five hours or less per week on formal
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We place emaciations
on college and
universityfaculty
members that discour
age them from devoting
time to students and
the classroom."
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Lynne Cheney—
Chair, National Endowment
for the Humanities
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classroom instruction, while 84 percent fulfill all three parts of our land grant
report spending six hours or more on mission, and in order to do that you have
research.
to produce good research."
Cheney also brought forth anecdotal
Hitt believes that teaching is given
evidence relating the advice given to phi more prestige at Maine than at most re
losopher Thomas Flynn as a young assis search institutions in the country. "I give
tant professor trying to get tenure. "Be teaching and research the same level of
ware of students. They will destroy you," i importance," he says, "with public ser
he was warned by his senior colleagues. vice a little behind."
And she told the story of three different
Hitt cites the recent priorities estab
professors at three different institutions lished by President Dale Lick in the face
who received the "Teacher of the of UMaine's current budget crisis as a
Year"award at their schools only to be strong example of Maine's emphasis on
told that their contracts would not be its teaching mission.
"If difficult choices must be made, in
renewed.
In fact, 75 percent of the professors struction at both the undergraduate and
surveyed in a recent Carnegie Founda- graduate level should, in general, have
tion for the Advancement of Teaching priority over research," Lick wrote, "and
report agreed that it is very difficult to research should have priority over ser
achieve tenure without publishing. The vice."
Another testament to Maine's relative
report stated that the delicate balance
emphasis
on teaching came from a fac
between teaching and research too often
ulty member who, after he was inter
tilts toward the later.
That tilt occurs because universities viewed for his UMaine position, said he
receive prestige and funding for good was astonished that they would have
research and set up reward structures actually turned him down if he couldn't
based on that fact. The result is that stu teach. That was not the case at the previous
dents can end up spending more time institutions where he had worked.
Brown admits that the pendulum may
with graduate assistants than with mem
bers of the faculty. It can also mean fewer have swung too far toward research on a
course offerings, larger classes, and a national level, but not at Maine.
"I don't think it has swung too far in
curriculum shaped around faculty research specialties—some even charge that that direction for us," Brown says. "In fact
the priority given to research leads to I think we are still trying to catch up with
other institutions in the area of research
higher tuition costs.
"When faculty members teach less, I could direct you to some faculty mem
there is a financial consequence," Cheney bers who think we put too little emphasis
says." Because more people must be hired i on research."
To support their positions, both Hitt
to teach, the costs of education escalate
and Brown point to the fact that three of
and so does tuition."
Greg Brown, UMaine vice president the six UMaine faculty members who
for research, agrees that research costs were denied tenure last year were turned
the university money, but he argues that down because of poor teaching records.
"There is no place for a poor teacher at
it is well worth the cost involved.
"There is a perception that if you gen Maine," Hitt emphasizes
erate a lot of grants you are generating
income to the university," Brown explains.
"But if you accept the real cost of doing
uch of the campus commu
research as a business, then the university
nity concurs that Maine at
has to absorb the difference between what
taches more prestige to
grants bring in and what it actually costs
teaching than many institutions. Bu
for the research. In addition there are are faculty members who say that, while
other grants that we have to match."
the university may talk about teaching, it
While few deny that undergraduate is research that brings the rewards.
education needs improvement, many do
Botany professor Richard Homola was
not agree with the charge that too much highly critical of the university adminis
emphasis is being placed on research.
tration when his colleague Ben Liles did
"I think the most unfortunate thing is not get tenure. He maintains that the
to set the various components—teaching, UMaine administration says teaching is
research, and public service—of a land important, but that is not the reality.
grant against one another," says John Hitt,
"I don't think Maine is that different
UMaine's vice-president of academic af from the nation's other research univer
fairs. "Balance is the key. We have to sities," Homola says. "The emphasis is
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“At a landgrant college, it is not unreasonable to expectfaculty to
maintain a research program, you want people to create new knowledge.”
John Hitt
towards the research, because that is what
brings prestige to the institution. If Maine
has more balance, if s because some people
here are more committed to the teaching
aspect. But the reality is still that teaching
doesn't bring the recognition that research
brings."
Homola says he has seen people get
hurt at Maine because they devoted too
much time to teaching. No one, he thinks,
was hurt more than Ben Liles.
"It wasn't that Ben wasn't qualified to
do research, because he was qualified
and capable," Homola says. "But he put
his time and effort into teaching. And he
was an excellent teacher. He turned the
botany department around. He put so
much energy into teaching that it just
became too late to get involved in re
search." '•
Homola was not alone in his defense
of Liles. Many of Liles' colleagues pub
licly criticized the tenure decision.
But according to Dagmar Cronn, dean
of the College of Science, Maine has a
strict policy that states a faculty member
cannot receive tenure if he or she only
teaches and does not do research.
"In Ben Liles' case, the department
defined his role, which was to do inno

vative teaching and develop the botany
program," Cronn says. "But Maine's
policy says that every teacher must do
some research to become tenured. This
was laid out for him, but he didn't fulfill
it."
Cronn says that Liles did not have to
do research in his discipline. He could
have fulfilled his commitment by writing
about his teaching in education journals.
"In fact, I would like to see more of our
science faculty publishing articles about
their teaching methods," she says.
Still, why can't good teachers who aren't
interested in research, just teach?
Shouldn't Maine and other universities
encourage excellent teaching as much as
excellent research?
"We pay tuition. We deserve teachers,
not researchers who don't give a damn
about teaching students," one upset
UMaine student said last year after hear
ing of Liles' departure.
But many administrators and faculty
believe that scholarship— research and
publishing—is a necessary requirement
of tenured faculty.
"At a land grant college, it's not un
reasonable to expect faculty to maintain a
research program," Hitt says. "You want

people to be active in research, to create
new knowledge. There is a difference
between a teacher and a professor. A
teacher passes on the knowledge of oth
ers while a professor generates his or her
own knowledge. Another reason that we
want faculty doing research is the ex
citement that students get from working
with a professor who is engaged in re
search."
Hitt's fellow vice president, Greg
Brown, agrees but thinks the time may be
coming when there will be such a thing as
a 100 percent teacher, as is now the case at
UMaine's University College and at most
community colleges throughout the
country.
"Maybe a person who is a really out
standing teacher shouldn't be forced to
do work that they don't want to do. That
probably doesn't make sense,"Brown
says. But agreeing with Cronn he adds,
"They shouldn't be penalized, but they
still could do scholarly work within the
classroom."
But Professor Homola maintains that
being a good teacher requires almost 100
percent of a faculty member's time. He
says that some people can do both teaching
and research, but it takes compromise.
Winter 1991 23
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“Maybe peopbe wfto are reatty outstanding teachers sfioutdn't
be forced to do worftfiat they don't want to do." -Greg Brown
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And given the current university reward
system, what generally gets compromised
is the teaching.
"The administration perpetuates a
philosophy that somehow everyone can
be a great teacher and a great researcher
without compromising either area,"
Homola says. "But if you want to teach
well it takes almost 100 percent of your
time. You have to have a great deal of
contact with your students. But research
is what gets you tenure. And if you have
to neglect something, you will probably
neglect your teaching, and put your effort
into research, because that is
the way you get recognized."
__

eaching is not the
only area in higher
education that some
people feel gets shortchanged.
Virginia Whitaker, a former
associate professor in the
joumalism/broadcasting de
partment, says she put much
of her energy into university
public service—service that
she believes did not get rec
ognized when her tenure re
view came around.
"I was shocked when I
found out that I was being
turned down for tenure,"
Whitaker says. She had good
reviews from her students,
had done a limited amount of
research(some outside her
_____
discipline), and she had a
strong record of public ser
vice
Among Whitaker's list of accomplish
ments are serving as department chair,
organizing the U.S./U.S.S.R. pairing pro
gram (a very successful,innovative pro
gram that also included schools such as
Harvard and Stanford), bringing gradu
ate programs to fruition, writing bro
chures for the university, and serving on
numerous committees.
"It's hard to say this all wasn't worth
doing," Whitaker says. "But in retrospect
I think it was an unwise diversion of my
energy because it all took a great deal of
my time and in the end was not highly
valued."
Professor Alan Miller who served on
24
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Whitaker's tenure review committee says
he is not at liberty to discuss the reasons
she was turned down But he says the
process is locked into strict guidelines
which demand that research be taken
into account along with teaching and
public service. Miller said tenure com
mittees are required to follow those
guidelines even though he would like to
see more emphasis put on teaching and
advising.
"We are here for the students," Miller
says. He adds that the teaching/research
debate has been going on for his whole

shouldn't all be clones of what higher
education thinks a professor should be."
Another question often arises m the
teaching/research debate: How much of
what is studied and published is worth
the effort or has any real benefit to hu
manity7 The number of books and ar
ticles published every year on William
Shakespeare, for example, grew by 80
percent between 1968 and 1988. the num
ber on Virginia Woolf by 800 percent. As
the subject matter left uncovered dimin
ishes, the narrower and more esoteric
becomes the research.
"The vast majority of what
passes for research in Ameri
can institutions of higher
Do Faculty Want To Teach?
learning does not deserve the
time and paper expended on
Last year the Carnegie Foundation surveyed
it," former Cowell College
10,000 faculty members at America's colleges and
(U C Santa Cruz) provost
universities on teaching and research
Page Smith recently told a
Should teaching be the primary
gathering of the Reality Club.
concern for promotion of faculty?
"For the most part it is rather
(percent saying yes)
low-level
academic activity
• All colleges and universities — 62%
that
does
not
result in greater
• Just research universities — 21%.
knowledge or greater good,
but rather in larger and larger
Does the pressure to publish reduce
piles of monographs."
the quality of teaching at your school?
As an example of increas
(percent saying yes)
ing specialization in the hu
• All colleges and universities — 35%
manities and of how theory is
• Just research universities — 53%
shaping the direction of most
disciplines, NEH's Cheney
Do your interests lie primarily in
cites a list of the papers given
research or teaching?
at a recent convention of the
(percent saying teaching)
Modern Language Associa
• All colleges and universities— 70%
tion. Among the incompre
• Just research universities — 33%
hensible titles were, "The Au
thority of Female Represen
tation in the Postmodern
career and he thinks it is an unsolvable Matrix," "Prosaic and Semiotic Totaliproblem.
tananism," and "Narrative Dismember
Whitaker says she fell into a trap that ment Psychological Digressions in the
many female faculty fall into—they get Structure of Hypertexts."
many requests to serve the university and
Cheney says that it is not surprising
being socially-oriented they tend to get that faculty would want to teach the nar
more involved with students and service. row areas that interest them, but she
But when tenure time comes around, questions how well-served most under
they find out that their work may not be graduates are by the increasing emphasis
as valuable as they thought.
on specialization and theory.
"Downgrading public service shows a
In fact, many academicians think we
lack of respect for the community and the are graduating young men and women in
state," Whitaker says. "I think a univer America with too little basic knowledge.
sity should have balance. There are people
"Students are picking and choosing,
who are going to be natural teachers or making their own curriculum in a hap
natural researchers, and they should be hazard fashion," says Vassar sociology
able to play their strong suit out. We professor James Farganis.
I

Cheney cites statistics showing that it
is possible to graduate from 45 percent of
America's colleges and universities with
out taking a course in American or En
glish literature. And at 41 percent, you
can graduate without studying math
ematics.
Even at Maine, where requirements
are stricter than at many schools, it is
possible to go through four years at the
university without taking an English
course.
While the problems of an overempha
sis on research have been well articu
lated, the solutions are less clear. Should
faculty who are good teachers just be
allowed to teach without the time de
mands and pressures of publishing?
Should all faculty be required to spend a
minimum amount of time teaching un
dergraduate students? Can good teach
ing be rewarded in the same way we
reward research?
One of the stumbling blocks to raising
the status of teaching is that it's hard to
evaluate. Most schools, including Maine,
rely almost entirely on student evalua
tions, which just about everyone agrees
reveal only part of a teacher's ability. At
UMaine there is as yet no satisfactory
policy for evaluating teaching.
"The problem is that there are no gen
erally accepted standards for what makes
a good teacher," says Howard
Schonberger, a UMaine history profes
sor. "Scholarship is generally much easier
to evaluate. You publish, you are reviewed
by your peers, and you have to produce
so many books or papers to meet the
standards. There are no such standards
for teaching. It is looked at in tenure re
views, but unless a red flag has been
raised, the general assumption is that the
teaching is all right."
While many recent articles have framed
the debate in terms of research versus
publishing, there are also a good many
people who are saying that we have to
look at a faculty member's role and con
tribution in a whole new way.
Mary Tyler is one such person. A
UMaine zoology professor highly re
spected for both her research and her
teaching ability, she is a past recipient of
the Alumni Association's Distinguished
Maine Professor Award. And while Tyler
believes that research is a critical part of a
university's mission, she says that when
too much emphasis is placed on research,
students get shortchanged.
What makes research so important in
higher education, Tyler says is that it
keeps a university creative and vibrant.
But she thinks there are many other ways

Discover Penobscot Bay
Alumni College
June 2-5
Learn about the Bay's natural and political history, marine
resources, and economic development: videos and seminars
by Maine's outstanding faculty.

Discover with field trips - on land and water: visit the
Penobscot Marine and Alley Ryan Museums, explore sea
captains' homes, and sail on the research vessel Argo Maine.
Enjoy the enrichment of the Bay's culture: folklore with Prof.
Edward "Sandy" Ives, a concert with "Songs of the Sea" by
Psaltery, and art exhibits of world-famous marine masterpieces.

Share in that special fellowship between University of Maine
faculty, graduates, and friends: including a downeast lobster
feast.

Enrollment limited - Write or call today
Registration, less than $399/person, includes housing at the
beautiful, exclusive Doris Twitchell Allen Village, all meals,
concert, field trips, transportation, and all educational materials.
Call or write:
Nancy Dysart '60
University of Maine Alumni Association
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469
207-581 -1142
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of fulfilling that goal, outside of the tradi the importance of research but says defin
tional avenue of narrow disciplinary re ing scholarship in terms of the traditional
research model is too narrow and stifling.
search.
"There is so much specialized research He proposes that the faculty reward sys
published that really has no value to the tem in American universities be revamped
world," Tyler says. "That's not creativ to give greater recognition to teaching,
ity—that's dying."
| promote the integration of knowledge,
She maintains that a scientist who is i and better relate the work of professors to
also an artist or a creative writer brings an the world beyond the campus.
"The nation's schools, its healthcare
important cross-disciplinary perspective
delivery system, and its banking system,
to students that should be recognized.
"These kinds of creative contributions all cry out for the sort of application of
are not really recognized by the commu knowledge that expert faculty members
can provide," Boyer writes. "We need
nity," Tyler, who is a creative writer, says.
"But they are just as vital as narrowly scholars who not only skillfully explore
the frontiers of knowledge, but also con
defined research. Whether you are doing
creative writing or research, you need to nect thought to action "
Boyer's proposal includes four catego
be evaluated. You need an audience, but
the audience does not have to be the ries of scholarship by which faculty mem
readers of scholarly journals. That is the bers could be evaluated and rewarded:
mistake universities are mak
ing Important, creative work
can also have the public as an
audience."

teaching and advising students. And the
application is important. We need to be
tuned in to the needs of the state."

ice President Greg Brown also
seems open to an expanded view
of the role of faculty.
"I think Boyer's ideas will be the direc
tion of higher education into the the 21st
Century," Brown says "The major prob
lems of the world today are interdiscipli
nary Integration of knowledge is critical,
and we are addressing that through our
centers and institutes such as the Center
for Quarternary Studies. And we see from
the state and federal government more
and more pressure for universities to ap
ply the knowledge which
they develop."
But Brown also cautions
against any let-up in the quest
for fundamental knowledge
"Knowledge follows a con
tinuum," he says. "If you
slow down fundamental re
rederick S. Weaver,
search, then it is only a mat
professor of econom
ter of time before your ap
ics and history at
plied researchers realize that
Hampshire College, also be
they don't have the knowl
lieves that we need to look at
edge to apply "
scholarship in more creative
There are cvmcs
who look
J
terms. In particular, he says
at all the recent media sto
that we should not think of
ries, foundation reports, and
scholarship and research as
statements by university ad
two different entities, but
ministrators and remain
rather emphasize the connec
unconvinced that much
tion between scholarship and
change will occur in higher
teaching.
education. They say univer
"The effort should not be
sities are just too locked into
to convince teaching faculty that they • "The scholarship of discovery:" This their current reward systems and are not
should engage in scholarship," Weaver comes closest to what we call research
willing to give up the money and prestige
has written, "but rather that institutions • "The scholarship of integration " By
that is associated with research.
serious about the undergraduate teach integration, Boyer means making con
But there are indications that UM and
ing enterprise should work imaginatively nections across the disciplines, placing
other universities around the country are
to make active scholarship compatible the specialties in larger context, illumi
entering a new era in undergraduate
with teaching responsibilities."
nating data in a revealing way.
education—one that allows faculty memWeaver says that the general belief , • "The application of knowledge." How
i bers to put their focus back on the class
that there is only one legitimate model for can knowledge be applied to real world room This new era defines scholarship
research, disciplinary research, is a mis problems?
not in increasingly narrow terms, but in
conception that adversely affects both • "The scholarship of teaching:" Boyer
increasingly broader terms—terms that
students and the concept of scholarship. proposes breaking away from viewing
fit the individual gifts of the professor,
He says faculty should be rewarded for teaching as a routine function and instead
and that better serve both students and
such creative activities as writing about looking at it as an intellectual activity that
i the greater community. As Boyer warns,
their own teaching, developing their own encourages students to be critical, cre
the health of the world depends on it.
teaching materials, and writing book re ative thinkers.
"If the nation's colleges and universi
views and survey articles.
The University of Maine administra ties cannot help students see beyond
Some of the most provocative new ideas tion plans to study Boyer's proposals
themselves and better understand the infor eliminating the publish or perish syn closely in the coming months.
terdependent nature of our world," Boyer
drome were generated by the newest
"We do need to open up a discussion says, "then each new generation's capac
Carnegie Foundation report authored by about what the role of a professor is," says
ity to live responsibly will be greatly di
Ernest Boyer.
John Hitt. "Part of that discussion has to
minished."
In that report, Boyer strongly affirms be how we can pay more attention to
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The University of Maine Rummell Print

An historic etching, hand-pulled from the original 1915 copper plate. Individu
ally hand-colored on fine imported French paper. Museum mounted and set
within a polished hardwood frame measuring an impressive 24-3/4” x 38".
Convenient interest-free monthly installment plan.
For faster service, credit card orders may be placed weekdays from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and weekends from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Eastern Time).
Telephone toll free 1-800-523-0124 and request Operator 473JP.

Personal Reservation Form
Mail Orders to:
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
C/O P.O. BOX 670
Exton, PA 19341-0670

Please accept my order for

I prefer to pay as follows:
□ ENCLOSED IS MY INITIAL INSTALLMENT of $35 for each Rummell
print payable by check or credit card (information provided below),
together with shipping and handling charge of $8 50 per print I agree to
pay the balance due in 6 monthly installments of $35 for each print.** (On
shipments to Pennsylvania only, please add state sales tax of $15 15 per
print with your deposit)

(MNE-RRP) Official University of Maine Rummell Pnnt(s) at $245*,
plus $8 50 for handling and insured shipping charge per print

□ IN FULL BY CHECK. Enclosed please find my check or money order for
the full amount due, made payable to "Official University of Maine
Print".

On shipments to Pennsylvania only, please add state sales tax of $15 15
per print

□ IN FULL BY CREDIT CARD. Following shipment of my print(s), please
charge the full amount due to my credit card as indicated below

_____
Qty

Purchaser's Name___

1
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■■

■■■■■

■—I.

Street Address__________________________________________________

□

Credit Card Information. □
Full Account Number

Expiration Date
Mo

Yr.

City______________________ State___________ Zip________________

SIGNATURE______________________________________________________

Daytime Phone (
)_______ -_____________
If "ship to" address is different from above please attach correct address to
order form

Operator No.473JP

“All orders are subject to acceptance There is no finance charge on the monthly payment
plan The amount of payments (total sales price) is equal to the single payment price If
purchaser fails to pay any portion of the total payments scheduled, the entire balance shall
become immediately due at the election of the watch distributor, Wayneco Enterprises
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Janice Bissex '81
makes sure
senators get a
power lunch

D id you ever wonder what
America's senators eat after a
tough morning of hearings and
committee meetings? Janice
Newell Bissex '81 can tell you.
Bissex spends one week a
month as the dietitian to the
U.S. Senate. She oversees the
menu planning for the 10
Senate dining rooms, restau
rants, and cafeterias in and
around the Capitol.
Bissex, a nutrition consult
ant, started her own business,
JNB Associates, in 1989. In
addition to planning lun
cheons for dignitaries and the
annual first ladies' luncheon
put on by senators' wives each
year, her consulting business
takes her to New York where
she reviews manuscripts for
Van Nostrand Reinhold Pub
lishers, and to Chicago and
Virginia where she has other
nationally prominent clients.
Bissex credits her interest
in the field of nutrition to one
of her UMaine professors,
Katherine Musgrave. "I took
FN41 as part of my science
requirement and was lucky
enough to have Katherine
Musgrave as my professor. It
took only a lecture or two for
me to decide to change my
major. Musgrave's enthusi
asm for nutrition and for life
inspired me."

Janice Bissex '81

Award for Excellence in Sci
ence and Mathematics Teach
ing.
The award carries with it a
grant of $7,500 from the Na
tional Science Foundation to
the school where Valente
teaches. According to the NSF,
the funds are to be spent un
der Valente's direction over
the next two years to supple
ment but not replace other re
sources used for improving
science and mathematics
After earning a bachelor's
and a master's in chemistry at
the University of Maine,
Valente taught in the chemis
try department at the univer
sity and spent four years
teaching at Milo High School
before going to Penquis Val
ley High School.
;

Virgil R. Valente ’62

Mary Giard '82

William Treat '40
named delegate to
U.N. General
Assembly

sions in Geneva, Switzerland.
In 1987 Treat was appointed
by President Ronald Reagan
as an alternate representative
to the 42nd session of the
United Nations General As
sembly There are four other
representatives appointed by
President Bush on the United
State's delegation including
Ambassador Thomas Pick
ering, chairman, Ambassador
Alexander F. Watson, vice
chairman, Senator Connie
Mack, and Senator Joseph R.
Biden, Jr All of the represen
tatives were sworn in together
at the United States Mission to
*
the United Nations.

J udge William W. Treat '40
was recently appointed by
President George Bush as a
representative on the United
States Delegation to the 45th
session of the United Nations
General Assembly in New
York.
Treat is also the United
State's member of the United
Nations Sub-Commission for
the Prevention of Discrimina
tion and the Protection of Mi
norities which holds its ses
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! F irst-grade teacher Mary
I Giard '82 is this year's recipi

Virgil Valente ’62
earns award
for teaching
excellence
if irgil R. Valente '62, an in-

structor at Penquis Valley
High School in Milo, Maine,
was awarded a Presidential
28
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Mary Giard '82
given
outstanding
teacher award

President George Bush with William Treat '40

ent of the international Barry
! Sherman Outstanding Teacher
Award This award is given
annually to teachers who dis
tinguish themselves in their
approaches to education and
literacy.
In an interview with the
Bangor Daily News, Giard de
scribed her teaching approach
as "focusing in on kids being

very aware of their own learn
ing and really trying to help
them to arm themselves with
strategies for learning about
reading and writing."
In addition to teaching at
the Abraham Lincoln School
in Bangor, Giard teaches parttime at UMaine. She is presi
dent of the Maine Reading
Association and has written
numerous articles.

Ex-pilot Charles
Huntoon '39
welcomes
Liberator bomber
to Portland

This past September Charles

Huntoon '39 was on hand to
welcome the All-American,
the world's only remaining air
worthy World War II B-24
Libera tor bomber, to Portland.
"As I approached the han
gar and saw it, I just stopped.
There were too many feelings
coming too fast," Huntoon told
the Portland Evening Express.
"My wife asked me, 'Old
memories?' But it was more
the realization that the last one
I'd seen was a potential coffin.
Now suddenly, it looked like
an old friend."
During World War II,
Huntoon was a Liberator pilot.
He flew missions with the 8th
Air Force over Germany de
livering bombs to strategic
targets. Although he was of
ten in danger, Huntoon does
not like to be called a hero.
"What I did does not make
me a hero. We were caught up
in a really big all-American
thing—one in eight persons
were in uniform. Everyone
was involved in some activity
for the war effort. It was uni
versal and I suspect present
generations can't perceive the
magnitude of involvement."

Ex-World War II pilot Charles Huntoon ’39 is reunited with the last remaining Liberator bomber.

Philip Trickey '28
still at the top of
his field at 84

A

t the age of 84, Philip
Trickey '28 is still at the fore
front of his field—electrical
engineering. According to an
article in the Durham Morning
Herald, Trickey will play a
major role in designing motor
testing procedures at the new
Industrial Electrotechnology
Laboratory jointly operated by
the North Carolina Alterna
tive Energy Corporation and
North Carolina State Univer
sity. The main purpose of this
independent, nonprofit lab is
to assist the state's manufac
turers in becoming more en
ergy efficient and profitable.
Trickey has accumulated 62
years of motor research expe
rience and is one of the most
sought-after experts on motors
by military contractors and
industry. After leaving Wright
Machinery Company (which
is now Honeywell, Inc.) 25
years ago, Trickey joined the
faculty at Duke University.
Trickey has watched inter

est in motor technology be
replaced by computer, semi
conductor, and microwave
technology. Many engineering
schools, like Duke, have had
to discontinue programs on
motor design. Although
Trickey laments this loss of
interest, he says that
electrotechnologies have

gained some ground recently
as industry looks for ways to
improve productivity and
profitability with more energy
efficient machines.
"Motors are not dead by
any means, but the percentage
of people in electrical engi
neering who are interested is
small," Trickey says.

HW v

Engineer Philip Trickey ’28
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The Country Boy Who Made Good
Michael Carpenter '69 is Maine's newest attorney general.
By Paul Carrier
f Michael Carpenter '69 had listened
to all the naysayers he has met since
his boyhood in Houlton, the potato
farmer's son would never have gone
on to college or earned a law degree.
He also never would have
sought—and won—the Office of
Attorney General, which Carpen
ter finally captured last December
after losing in his first try four years
ago As Carpenter recalled, skep
tics had warned him against seek
ing the job because "I didn't have
the pedigree" for it.
"I've been told all my life that I
couldn't do things," said the 43year-old Carpenter, a former state
legislator who won a three-way
race to succeed his UMame class
mate James Tierney ’69 who served
as attorney general for ten years.
Carpenter's rise to attorney
general is only the latest, but per
haps the most impressive, in a string
of personal triumphs he has scored
over the years by ignoring the ad
vice of those who claimed he was
ill-suited or poorly prepared for
college, military command, the
Legislature or the law, all of which
he has tackled successfully.
"I guess there was a self-image
problem there for a while," said
Carpenter. But apparently no more. He
now describes himself as "hard-headed,
stubborn, independent, and certainly in
telligent enough to manage the Office of
Attorney General."
Carpenter's election is also the story of
a self-proclaimed poor "country boy"
from Aroostook County who knew as a
child that he wanted to go to college but
never dreamed of becoming a lawyer, let
alone attorney general. Only later did
friends who saw his potential point him
in that direction.
"Mike Carpenter is the boy made
good, the success story of coming up the
hard way," said former senator Barry J.
Hobbins of Saco, one of Carpenter's op
ponents in the race for attorney general.
"Nothing has ever come easy for me,"

I
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Carpenter conceded. "I've had to work
for everything I've got."
Warned by a high school guidance
counselor that he probably lacked the
proper schooling to make it through col

bunch of trucks after commanding a
bunch of men," Carpenter said modestly.
Returning home from the war, Car
penter was persuaded to run for the Leg
islature and enter the University of Maine
Law School What followed was a
transformation that some describe
as nothing short of sweeping.
"He was conservative when he
started," recalled Jean Larson of
Houlton, a longtime Democratic
activist who got Carpenter to seek
a House seat in 1974 Carpenter
was so conservative, in fact, that
former legislator Frank Wood of
Saco, who Carpenter describes as
something of a mentor, jokingly
remembers him as a "flag waving
wacko from Aroostook County "
"He's more middle-of-the-road
now," Larson said, a metamor
phosis that Carpenter attributes to
his 10-year stmt in the Senate and
his law school days
"It has been a true change, but
a very gradual one," Carpenter
said Once anti-abortion, the Ro
man Catholic Carpenter is now
solidly pro-choice, for example A
former foe of gay rights, he now
supports it
Shy, reserved, and intense by
nature, Carpenter also has loos
ened up a bit on a personal level, accord
ing to those who know him.
"I have mellowed over the years,"
Carpenter concedes.
Married with one child and two step
children, Carpenter is widely portrayed
as a private man and a workaholic, de
voted to politics, his saddle horses, and
his Aroostook County roots.
"He's a diehard politician," Larson
said, yet he's not club-oriented, he's not a
social boy. And he remains unusually
self-effacing for someone who has risen
so high.
"I recognize my limitations," Carpen
ter said. "I'm not going to be on the U.S.
Supreme Court. I'm a grunt, and I know
that."

lege, Carpenter didn't get discouraged
but went on to earn his bachelor's degree
in psychology from the University of
Maine. He later served as an Army lieu
tenant in the Vietnam War, where he
received two Bronze Stars
"Of all the platoon leaders that we
had, he's probably the one that the troops
thought the most of," said Army Colonel
Roy Newman of Georgia, Carpenter's
commanding officer in Vietnam.
Newman said Carpenter, after a pe
riod of leading combat troops in the field,
passed up a chance to take a safe trans
portation job so that he could stay with
his men. It was, Newman said, a mark of
Carpenter's "loyalty to duty and sense of
responsibility."
"I just couldn't see commanding a | (Courtesy of the Portland Press Herald)
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With the State of Maine facing a major budget crisis, the quality of a UMaine education is at risk.
Now more than ever, the university needs a strong, independent alumni association to rally
support for higher education in the state, to stress the importance of a strong flagship campus in
Orono, to provide a forum for new ideas and solutions, and to continue raising critically needed
funds for student scholarships and other academic purposes.

Stay Connected—Become a Member
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Write to Kimberly Akeley ’89, Crossland Alumni Center, UM, Orono, ME 04469
or call: (207) 581-1138
Winter 1991 31

A different view of
Maine hockey

ume 4, number 3.
You said that the cost of keeping in
touch with alumni has "increased tre
mendously" and that "membership dol
lars will help you cover those costs." I
would suggest that it is perhaps a bit find it hard to believe that a mere $25 a
early to canonize hockey coach Shawn year per member will cover the costs of
Walsh. There is little in Mr. Mahoney's printing and mailing MAINE magazine
article ("Mr. Exuberance/' Fall 1990) to and Mainely People, let alone the costs of
make it clear that he works at an institu all those other publications you plan to
tion of higher learning. The constant ref send alumni.
Speaking of junk mail! It seems to me
erences to his "teaching" never indicate
that he might be responsible for teaching that you could cut alumni association
more than hockey to his players. No costs by reducing, not increasing, the
graduation rate is mentioned, perhaps number of pieces you send alumni.
because the statistics would be dismal.
Do alumni really need a magazine and
Many of Mr. Walsh's most highly re a newspaper and a newsletter directed at
cruited and touted athletes not only do them, plus two other UM publications?
not graduate; they don't even finish out Speaking for myself, I could easily live
the spring semester, but rather disappear without MAINE magazine, which has
into the pro's immediately after the become nothing more than "Lifestyles of
Rich and Famous Maine Alumni "
tournament season.
In addition, such athletes are not even
Additionally, I am concerned about
expected to perform as civilized human the waste of paper in this publication
beings. As a faculty member who spent overkill
the fall semester of 1987 living next door
Finally, I urge you to save a place in the
to that year's hockey stars, I had personal UM family for people like me—who just
experience with Mr. Walsh's vaunted want to make a contribution to the an
teaching ability. I had never imagined nual fund and receive Mainely People, but
that people, even students, could behave j who have no interest in all that other
in the manner that was displayed by my paper you are pushing
athlete neighbors: trash was allowed to
accumulate on a back porch, rather than Regina Toole McCormick '71
placed in the convenient dumpsters;
raucous parties were held on any night of
the week and lasted until dawn, etc. And Concern for human
we were frequently treated to inhuman,
health, not cockroaches
drunken howling at 5 a.m. on Sundays.
So, you will have to forgive me if I
refuse to jump on Coach Walsh's band
letter published in your Spring/
wagon. Teaching is more than imparting
technical information on a given subject, Summer issue threatened the University
and its effects should extend beyond the of Maine with hostile action by an organi
classroom or the hockey arena.
zation called PETA (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) if the university
did not withdraw support of research
Theresa Ann Sears, assistant professor
studying the brain activity of cockroaches
I must tell you that I find the letter both
ludicrous .. and disturbing.
Alumna would like less
It is disturbing to think that serious
people would consider the study of cock
alumni association mail
roach physiology, in order to unravel the
mysteries of neurotransmission, to be a
bad thing. What about all of the mental/
ince 2000 Maine alumni have already emotional/neurological problems that
become dues-paying members of the cause immeasurable human suffering? I
alumni association, it appears there was a shudder to think of the elevation of the
desire among alumni for such a segment cockroach to such high status that it merits
of the association to be formed. But, I protection from research scientists bent
have a few problems with your com on—of all things—understanding more
ments as reported in Mainely People, vol about human health/behavior.

Is Miss Goss unaware of the awful
suffering that insects bring to humans by
spreading diseases and destroying enor
mous quantities of the world's precious
* food and feed? I invite her to consider the
role insects play in the spread on other
continents of malaria, river blindness, and
other debilitating diseases
Without question, thoughtful people
are pleased when alternatives to animal
testing/research are found. If the search
for such alternatives has been in part
spurred by conscientious individuals such
as Miss Goss and her parents, that is
laudable However, they should be aware
that some of the tactics reportedly being
used by animal rights activists today verge
on terrorism and would appear more
appropriate in a fascist nation than in a
democratic one After all, determining
whether others will/won't eat meat or
keep pets is not the special right or re
sponsibility of a select few
It is my hope that as the views and
actions of the extremist animal rights
groups become more widely reported and
understood, others will come to view their
special kind of blackmail as repugnant as
I do I still look upon universities and
research institutions as places where
knowledge of this complex and perplex
ing world is increased through scholar
ship and research
Miss Goss says that the University of
Maine should be scared of PETA. Quite
frankly, I think we all should be Its na
tional director has been said to lump as
equals dogs, rats, pigs and boys . . and
now, to these, we are asked to add
cockroaches? Just think what could be
accomplished if only the animal rightists
could care so deeply about human dep
rivation and misery
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Linda R Tokarz McElreath, '65

On Judge William Treat

! ' J.
i

hebiography of William Treat'40
in the Fall '90 Maine magazine was
priceless. I am copying it for my judge
friend and lawyer brother and nephew
and others who will read this article with
relish, as I did
What a marvelous human being Judge
Treat is—outstanding.

Julia Robbin Shambach '44

UMaine Alumni

We re here to help meet your financial needs—Come talk to us.
High Interest Savings Accounts
Certificates of Deposit
Low Cost Loans
Loan Protection Insurance
Payroll Deduction
Free Notary Public Service
Free American Express Traveler's Checks
Money Orders
Share Draft Accounts (checking accounts), with no service charge
IRA Accounts
Direct Deposit
VISA, with no annual fee
24-hour Teller Phone
Nationwide Debt Card
24-hour AIM located on premises
Family Financial Counseling
Mortgages
Home Equity Loans
Investment Service

Lobby Hours:
Monday - Thursday 9:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.

Drive-Up Hours:
Monday 7:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Tuesday - Thursday 8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.

Rangeley Road • P.O. Box 279 • Orono, Maine 04473

Phone: (207) 581-1458 or 1-800-992-UMCU
Branch Office located in Memorial Union, 3rd floor

Phone: (207) 581-1770
for more information
Your savings Insured to $100,000 by (member NCUA) the National Credit Union Administration, an agency of the U.S. Government

Over 7 million sold

Established in 1931
As Ice Cream Parlor

Family Dining
with Family Prices
in Mind

In Orono we
still serve
Old-Fashioned
Ice Cream Sodas
and Complete Meals
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A Maine Tradition. Just ask any
University of Maine graduate— no
education would be complete without a
Pizza at “Pat's”.
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Now serving our Famous Pizzas in these locations:
Orono
11 Mill St.
866-2111
Topsham
104 Maine St.
725-9357

Scarborough
Route 1
883-8441

Yarmouth
Route 1
846-3701

Ellsworth
Bar Harbor Rd.
667-6011

Augusta
Capitol St.
623-1748

North Windham
Route 302
892-1700

Farmington
778-2463

Hamden
Main Road
947-6488

Auburn
Center St.
784-8221

Belfast
Main St.
338-6200

Portland
Forest Ave.
797-0127
Presque Isle
North St.
764-0367

Lincoln
205 Main St.
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Call ahead for fast take-out service
9

9

Pizza—Pasta—Subs—Salads
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